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 Paradis perdus :  
La traversée des temps (Tome 1)

LOST 
PARADISE
THE TIME TRAVELER (BOOK 1)
The Time Traveler is an immense work, recounting the 
journey of a man who, one morning, discovers that he 
is immortal. In Lost Paradise, the first book of The Time 
Traveler, Noam awakens his first memories in a lakeside 
village, 8,000 years ago.

9782226450227 | 2021 | 576 pages 
15 x 22 cm | 22.90 €

 Albin Michel www.albin-michel.fr

 Premier sang

FIRST BLOOD
Amélie Nothomb was born in Kobé in 1967. Her first novel, 
Hygiène de l’assassin, published in 1992, established her 
reputation as a unique author. In 1999, Stupeur et tremble-
ments received the French Academy’s Grand Prize. This 
year, she is publishing her thirtieth novel.

9782226465382 | 2021 | 180 pages 
13 x 20 cm | 17.90 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Solène Chabanais : solene.chabanais@albin-michel.fr    
EXPORT Corinne Brivot : cbrivot@hachette-livre-intl.com

FOREIGN RIGHTS Solène Chabanais : solene.chabanais@albin-michel.fr    
EXPORT Corinne Brivot : cbrivot@hachette-livre-intl.com

Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt

“As he narrates  
the adventures of this man, 
Éric-Emmanuel Schmitt 
recounts the History  
of Mankind.”

Amélie Nothomb

Never underestimate  
the rage to survive.
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 Le serpent majuscule

THE UPPER 
SNAKE CASE
Mathilde Perrin is 63. A widow, she lives in a house in the 
suburbs of Paris with her dalmatian and a few extra kilos. 
But what’s especially interesting about Mathilde is that 
she’s a contract killer. A former member of the Resistance 
with a strong personality, she has been executing contracts 
entrusted to her by the Commandant for the last 30 years. 
Inspector Vassiliev is investigating the murders she has 
committed. For some time now, Mathilde has been nurtu-
ring a tendency to make her missions more attractive by 
adding some gratuitous cruelty.

9782226392084 | 2021 | 336 pages 
15 x 22 cm | 20.90 €

 Albin Michel www.albin-michel.fr

 Les promises

THE 
INTENDED
“The Intended” are the great Ladies of the Reich, beautiful 
and carefree, who meet every afternoon at the Hotel Adlon 
in Berlin to chat and drink champagne while Europe, on the 
eve of WWII, is about to implode. They are also the victims 
of a mysterious killer, who surprises them on the banks 
of the Spree and subjects them to horrible mutilations...

9782226439437 | 2021 | 656 pages 
15 x 22 cm | 23.90 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Solène Chabanais : solene.chabanais@albin-michel.fr    
EXPORT Corinne Brivot : cbrivot@hachette-livre-intl.com

FOREIGN RIGHTS Solène Chabanais : solene.chabanais@albin-michel.fr    
EXPORT Corinne Brivot : cbrivot@hachette-livre-intl.com

Pierre Lemaitre

Imagine the assassin  
in Kill Bill with Alzheimer’s…

Jean-Christophe Grangé

"Jean-Christophe Grangé 
is back with a masterful 
historical thriller."
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www.albin-michel.fr
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 Les Bergères de l'Apocalypse :  
La trilogie du losange (Tome 2)

SHEPHERDESSES  
OF THE APOCALYPSE
THE DIAMOND TRILOGY (BOOK 2)
After returning from the satellite Almond, Ariane begins a 
historical investigation into the war between the sexes that 
led to the gynocentric society in which she lives, Anima. 
Male procreators no longer exist and Ariane can’t help 
but wonder what happened to the baby boys… Swimming 
against the tide of official discourse, the narrator adopts 
the sometimes fragile and sometimes strong voice of those 
who want to speak out. We discover in more depth the pro-
lific world established in the trilogy’s first book: The Almond 
Satellite. In this unbelievable saga, Françoise d'Eaubonne 
masterfully blends together multiple genres, from science 
fiction to the essay by way of utopia and post-apocalyptic 
writing. This edition features a postface by Nicolas Long-
tin-Martel, a specialist on the author. Virile Happiness, the 
third and never-before-published book will make its debut 
in October 2022 to round off a year of numerous events 
putting the spotlight on the author.

9782721009487 | 2022 | 512 pages 
13,5 x 21 cm | 25.00 €

 Des Femmes - Antoinette Fouque www.desfemmes.fr

 Nocturnes

NOCTURNAL
“The Seduction,” “Jazz-Depression,” and “Anatomy of a 
Rape”… Three texts, three variations about unspeakable  
suffering, control, rape. Stories about young women who 
were trapped and destroyed, but who seek deep within the 
strength to get back up again. The resilience of the remarkably 
depicted characters in these stories demands admiration. 
With her stylistic agility and masterful voice, which is both 
head-on and poetic, the author reveals with intense acuity 
the psychological mechanisms at work in the destruc-
tion that rape represents for a victim. The fourth text, a 
preamble to “The Seduction” that resonates with the three 
others, explores a powerful question: the potential and the 
very meaning of writing.

9782721009661 | 2022 | 122 pages 
13 x 20 cm | 15.00 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Christine Villeneuve : direction@desfemmes.fr    
EXPORT Colette Thomas : diffusion@desfemmes.fr

FOREIGN RIGHTS Christine Villeneuve : direction@desfemmes.fr    
EXPORT Colette Thomas : diffusion@desfemmes.fr

Françoise d'Eaubonne
Nicolas Longtin-Martel 

(postface)

The second book  
in the futuristic saga  
by Françoise d’Eaubonne!

Chantal Chawaf

A triptych about one  
of the biggest evils of  
our society: rape.
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 Le Satellite de l'Amande :  
La trilogie du losange (Tome 1)

THE ALMOND 
SATELLITE
THE DIAMOND TRILOGY (BOOK 1)
On the cusp of the 21st century, women transmit life 
through ectogenesis, without the participation of men. In 
this context, an expedition is sent into space in order to 
explore the mysterious satellite Almond. Ariane, the nar-
rator, is one of the mission’s crew members. But once on 
site, mysteries abound: Almond is alive, literally. Surprises 
await around every corner in this novel full of plot twists, 
from auscultating the planet to the discovery of a very parti-
cular futuristic society. Françoise d'Eaubonne, a pioneer of 
eco-feminism in France, wields her biting humor to create 
a magnificent space opera full of symbolism and poetry. 
This edition also features a preface by Élise Thiébaut, the 
author of the reference biography about Françoise d’Eau-
bonne, The Green Amazon (Éditions Leduc, 2021).

9782721009456 | 2022 | 208 pages 
13,5 x 21 cm | 15.00 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Christine Villeneuve : direction@desfemmes.fr    
EXPORT Colette Thomas : diffusion@desfemmes.fr

Françoise d'Eaubonne
Élise Thébaut (preface)

A funny, striking,  
and trailblazing philosophical 
tale of eco-feminism  
from 1975 that is finally  
being republished!
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FOREIGN RIGHTS Marion Charpentier : mcharpentier@editions-fayard.fr    
FOREIGN RIGHTS Carole Saudejaud : csaudejaud@editions-fayard.fr 
EXPORT Katy Fenech : kfenech@editions-fayard.fr

FOREIGN RIGHTS Marion Charpentier : mcharpentier@editions-fayard.fr    
FOREIGN RIGHTS Carole Saudejaud : csaudejaud@editions-fayard.fr 
EXPORT Katy Fenech : kfenech@editions-fayard.fr
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 Sara : Elle veille sur vous

SARA
SARA IS WATCHING
Nantes is struggling with a dramatic increase in crime. 
The new mayor, a populist named Guillaume de Villeneuve, 
has promised to clean up the city with SARA, a network of 
intelligent surveillance cameras. When one of his relatives, 
a renowned robotics expert, disappears, Chief Inspector 
Isabelle Mayet is put on the case. But the police, threatened 
by this artificial intelligence, will pay a high price. And the 
divisive SARA begs the question: how much freedom are 
we willing to relinquish in the name of security?

9782213717838 | 2022 | 468 pages 
13,4 x 21,3 cm | 18.00 €

 Fayard www.fayard.fr

 Comme une éclipse

LIKE AN 
ECLIPSE
Brune, Clément, Dimitri, Pio, and Fred have known each 
other since childhood. They’re such good friends that they 
even bought a house where they get together for vacations. 
Twenty years later, the ties that bound them have gradually 
weakened. When Dimitri reunites them all for his 45th 

birthday, unexpected confessions come to the surface…  
A heartfelt and subtle story of a remarkable friendship 
made of shattered convictions and bursts of laughter.

9782213721569 | 2022 | 328 pages 
16,3 x 21,5 cm | 18.00 €

Sylvain Forge

Sylvain Forge, recipient  
of the “Prix du Quai  
des Orfèvres” in 2018, 
explores our dependence 
on technology in a gripping 
thriller.

Sophie Rouvier

When love, tears,  
and unspoken words have 
taken their toll, what is left of  
the feelings we once believed  
to be unshakeable?
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 Le Voyage dans l'Est

THE TRIP  
IN THE EAST
A mirror to her previous book An Impossible Love, this 
powerful novel addresses incest from various viewpoints: 
that of the child, the teenager, and finally the young woman 
who was her father's victim.

Flammarion | 9782080231987 | 2021 
224 pages | 13,7 x 20,9 cm | 19.50 €

 Flammarion https://editions.flammarion.com/Professionnels/Foreign-rights

 Toute une moitié du monde

A WHOLE 
HALF OF  
THE WORLD
To say that fiction lacks representation for a whole half of 
the world is also to say that it still has this same half of the 
world to explore. "And that seems to me the most beautiful 
of agendas," writes Alice Zeniter in this highly stimulating 
book that draws on her experiences, readings, reflections, 
and ideas about how to read and write. By turns joyous 
and serious, Alice Zeniter throws open the doors of fiction 
to come.

Flammarion | 9782080259332 | 2022 
240 pages | 13,5 x 21 cm | 21.00 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Florence Giry : fgiry@flammarion.fr   EXPORT Kamel Yahia : kamel.yahia@madrigall.fr FOREIGN RIGHTS Florence Giry : fgiry@flammarion.fr   EXPORT Kamel Yahia : kamel.yahia@madrigall.fr

Christine Angot

“Christine Angot […] signs 
her best and most VIOLENT 
novel.” - L’OBS

Alice Zeniter

An invigorating book about 
the prospective powers  
of fiction.
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 Les vertueux

THE 
VIRTUOUS
Algeria, 1914. Yacine Chéraga had never left his douar 
before being sent to France to fight against the “Jerries.” 
Back home after the war, other incredible adventures await 
him. Hunted and abused by fate, he will only have the purity 
of his love and his unfailing humanity in the face of adversity.

Mialet-Barrault | 9782080257949 | 2022 
544 pages | 13 x 20 cm | 21.00 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Florence Giry : fgiry@flammarion.fr   EXPORT Kamel Yahia : kamel.yahia@madrigall.fr

Yasmina Khadra

The Virtuous is a major novel 
and the most impressive  
of Yasmina Khadra's works.
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 Numéro deux

NUMBER  
TWO
In 1999, the casting process was in the works to find the 
actor who would play J.K. Rowling’s boy with glasses and 
subsequently become world-famous. Hundreds of audi-
tions took place. In the end, it came down to two actors. 
This is the story of Martin Hill, the one who wasn’t chosen. 
A captivating novel, full of imagination, sensitivity, and 
kindness about rebuilding yourself after failure.

9782072959028 | 2022 | 240 pages 
14 x 20 cm | 19.50 €

 Gallimard www.gallimard.fr

 Des hommes sans nom

NAMELESS 
MEN
Victoire, a young and brilliant analyst in the French secret 
services, aspires to direct a counter-terrorism mission of 
the utmost importance. No easy task in this masculine 
world… An addictive tale that sheds light on the geopolitics 
of the Islamic State and explores power in the shadows, 
cyberterrorism, and the information war, the brunt of which 
the long contemplative West is now bearing.

9782072950148 | 2022 | 330 pages 
14 x 20 cm | 18.00 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Judith Rosenzweig : judith.rosenzweig@gallimard.fr    
EXPORT Laetitia Le Breton : laetitia.lebreton@gallimard.fr

FOREIGN RIGHTS Judith Rosenzweig : judith.rosenzweig@gallimard.fr    
EXPORT Laetitia Le Breton : laetitia.lebreton@gallimard.fr

David Foenkinos

The imagined fate of the boy 
who was almost chosen  
to play Harry Potter.

Hubert Maury
Marc Victor

An espionage novel  
that reads like a gripping 
series!
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 Le Mage du Kremlin

THE MAGE  
OF THE 
KREMLIN
This is the story of the enigmatic Vadim Baranov, who 
withdrew from the public eye after losing the tsar’s favor. 
Once a major player and decision-maker in the very heart 
of power, this ruthless Machiavelli is now mysteriously 
cloistered away. A powerful literary and historical tale told 
with unrelenting clarity and a blazing style, The Mage of 
the Kremlin is a great novel about contemporary Russia. 
By unveiling the underbelly of the Putin era, it offers up a 
magnificent reflection on power.

9782072958168 | 2022 | 288 pages 
14 x 20 cm | 20.00 €

 Gallimard www.gallimard.fr

 Reine de cœur

QUEEN  
OF HEARTS
1939. The war abruptly interrupts the love story of a Ja-
panese student and a young French woman. Called to fight 
on the Chinese front and traumatized by the crimes com-
mitted by his army, he will never see the woman he loves 
again. Will their descendants manage to heal the wounds 
of history? In this novel where the voices of the different 
generations interact like instruments in an orchestra, Akira 
Mizubayashi denounces the folly of war that denies people 
their lives, demonstrating the saving power of art.

9782072984051 | 2022 | 240 pages 
19.00 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Judith Rosenzweig : judith.rosenzweig@gallimard.fr    
EXPORT Laetitia Le Breton : laetitia.lebreton@gallimard.fr

FOREIGN RIGHTS Judith Rosenzweig : judith.rosenzweig@gallimard.fr    
EXPORT Laetitia Le Breton : laetitia.lebreton@gallimard.fr

Giuliano da Empoli

The true story of  
Vladimir Putin’s mental 
system and war logic.

Akira Mizubayashi

A superb ode to love  
and music in the face  
of the brutality of war.
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 Les filles ne montent pas  
si haut d'habitude

GIRLS DON'T 
USUALLY 
CLIMB SO HIGH
Timoti writes poems and lives alone with his father, who 
never answers his questions. But one day, a girl with a po-
nytail pops up at his window. Together, they set off on a crazy 
adventure that takes them from surprises to revelations.

9782075145817 | 2021 | 176 pages 
14 x 20,5 cm | 12.00 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS So Taniuchi : so.taniuchi@gallimard-jeunesse.fr

Alice Butaud
François Place

It all started one morning  
at the beginning of summer…
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 Débarquer

LANDING
A young woman in her early thirties, Magali is a tourist 
guide for the Normandy landing sites. Ever since her 
husband mysteriously disappeared, she has lived alone 
with her young children in an isolated house near Omaha 
Beach. One day, when she is feeling particularly low, her 
agency asks if she’d like to accompany a June 6th veteran: 
a lucky event for a guide. She agrees, and that is how she 
meets Andrew Calkins in the windy train station of Bayeux. 
Traveling alone, this 90- year-old veteran has no one to  
accompany him on his memorial trip. Thus begins a difficult 
friendship that will reconcile both of the characters with 
their painful pasts and will allow Magali to start a new life.

9782246828334 | 2022 | 198 pages 
13 x 20,5 cm | 18.50 €

 Grasset www.grasset.fr

 Chef

CHEF
“Les Promesses” is a 3-star Michelin restaurant frequented 
by a clientele from as far afield as Singapore, Dubai, and 
San Francisco. This remarkable success story is conse-
crated when its 62-year-old owner Paul Renoir is voted the 
“World’s Best Chef” by his peers. But one Monday morning, 
his body is found next to the hunting rifle with which he 
took his own life. The world of fine dining is stunned and in 
mourning. What pushed this exceptional chef to end it all? 
A novel of flesh and blood, full of suspense.

9782246821175 | 2022 | 336 pages 
14 x 20,5 cm | 22.00 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Gabriela Panaget : gpanaget@grasset.fr   EXPORT Jean-Marc Levent : jmlevent@grasset.fr FOREIGN RIGHTS Gabriela Panaget : gpanaget@grasset.fr   EXPORT Jean-Marc Levent : jmlevent@grasset.fr

Hugo Boris

This time, Hugo Boris  
takes us to the sites of  
the Normandy landing,  
in a breathtaking novel  
about memory, grief,  
and reconciliation.

Gautier Battistella

The first great novel 
dedicated to French 
gastronomy, Chef portrays 
the violence and the beauty  
of this world.
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 Le café suspendu

SUSPENDED 
COFFEE
When you order a coffee in Naples, you can pay for two and 
the second cup will be given to someone who can’t afford 
it. On the café’s black chalkboard, it is marked as caffè 
sospeso: suspended coffee. This novel brings together 7 
stories that I’ve collected over the last 40 years in a little bar 
called “Nube,” all linked by an invisible thread of suspended 
coffee. For those who give and those who receive, there is 
a story in the cup…

9782246831525 | 2022 | 234 pages 
13 x 20,5 cm | 19.00 €

 Grasset www.grasset.fr

 Les gens de Bilbao naissent où ils veulent

PEOPLE FROM 
BILBAO ARE 
BORN WHERE 
THEY WANT
Maria’s childhood is marked by the blows of her alcoholic 
father, the silence of her mother, and the taunts of her 
peers. But this child of Spanish immigrants will forge her 
own path: she will become a filmmaker, build a family, and 
leave her origins far behind. Then one day, it all catches 
up with her: at the age of 27, a tarologist tells her that 
she is not her parents’ daughter. She thus embarks on an 
investigation to discover the truth, against all the odds. This 
is the second part of the book, in which the secret hidden 
by the protagonists will be revealed by the narrator. A true 
story and an incredibly powerful debut novel.

9782246831969 | 2022 | 224 pages 
14 x 20,5 cm | 18.50 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Gabriela Panaget : gpanaget@grasset.fr   EXPORT Jean-Marc Levent : jmlevent@grasset.fr FOREIGN RIGHTS Gabriela Panaget : gpanaget@grasset.fr   EXPORT Jean-Marc Levent : jmlevent@grasset.fr

Amanda Sthers

A gifted storyteller, Amanda 
Sthers draws inspiration  
from an old Neapolitan 
tradition to write a summer 
novel full of intertwining 
encounters.

Maria Larrea

This is a story of orphans, 
lies, and deceptive family 
connections. Of the corrida, 
love, and the search  
for oneself. The birth  
of a writer.
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 Le cabaret des mémoires

THE CABARET 
OF MEMORIES
Samuel is going to pick up his wife and their newborn 
son from the hospital tomorrow morning. This last night 
alone, at the dawn of a new life, Samuel can’t sleep.  
This night is filled with memories. He thinks about his 
childhood and trying to comprehend the horrors his family 
lived through during the Holocaust. He thinks of his great-
aunt Rosa, who moved to Texas after WWII and opened 
an unusual cabaret. The last living survivor of Auschwitz, 
she now recounts her story on stage and speaks of the 
unspeakable: pogroms in Poland, exile in France, depor-
tation at the age of 12, the death of all her family members.  
The Cabaret of Memories weaves together memory and 
transmission over the course of a night of initiation with 
universal power.

9782246828921 | 2022 | 140 pages 
12 x 18,5 cm | 15.00 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Gabriela Panaget : gpanaget@grasset.fr   EXPORT Jean-Marc Levent : jmlevent@grasset.fr

Joachim Schnerf

How will we bear witness  
to the Holocaust when  
the last survivors are gone? 
How will this history be 
transmitted? These  
thoughts preoccupy  
Samuel as he prepares 
to bring his newborn  
son home.
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 La Nuit Russe

ONE RUSSIAN 
NIGHT
Hugo and Stan grew up together and their friendship 
seems unbreakable. At the beginning of their careers, they 
are invited by the government to go to Russia. 15 years later, 
Hugo is French Minister of Defense and Stan his closest 
advisor. A high-ranking Russian official is asking Stan to 
supply him with sensitive information about the relationship 
between France and Ukraine. At first, Stan thinks he can 
simply refuse, but the Russian official has information 
regarding one of his nights with Hugo in Moscow years 
before. Stan’s only choice is to either betray his loved ones 
or lose everything.

9782709669559 | 2022 | 324 pages 
20,5 x 13 cm | 20.90 €

 JC Lattès www.editions-jclattes.fr

 Les ailes collées

GLUED WINGS
In his teenage years, Paul meets Joseph, who enjoys a 
bohemian lifestyle and is everything Paul is not: confident, 
untroubled, and free to do as he pleases. Joseph is his 
only true friend, and perhaps more. But before they have 
time to explore their feelings, others get involved. Cruel 
and belligerent adolescents descend upon them with 
mockery and violence. Years later, he marries Ana. When 
she is pregnant, Joseph resurfaces, and all their memories 
resurface with him.

9782709669535 | 2022 | 384 pages 
20,7 x 13 cm | 20.90 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Lily Salter : lsalter@jclattes.fr   FOREIGN RIGHTS Eva Bredin : ebredin@jclattes.fr 
EXPORT Mansour Mezher : mmezher@hachette-livre-intl.com

FOREIGN RIGHTS Lily Salter : lsalter@jclattes.fr   FOREIGN RIGHTS Eva Bredin : ebredin@jclattes.fr 
EXPORT Mansour Mezher : mmezher@hachette-livre-intl.com

Gilles Boyer

A political thriller with  
a direct link to the current 
Russian-Ukrainian crisis.

Sophie de Baere

Winner of the  
"Prix Maison de la Presse.” 
A poignant account of 
friendship and burning 
desire.
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 La Poule et son Cumin

THE CHICKEN 
AND ITS 
CUMIN
Kenza is born into wealth while Fatiha is the daughter of 
Kenza’s maid. We follow them and their friendship from 
childhood to adulthood, in good times and bad. After stu-
dying in France, Kenza is back in Casablanca and tries to 
reconnect with Fatiha. How did these two women who were 
once so close become so estranged from one another? 
Zineb Mekouar zigzags through the lives of these two 
women and through them, tells the story of contemporary 
Morocco, with its political and social divisions.

La Grenade | 9782709667432 | 2022 
280 pages | 21,5 x 13,5 cm | 19.00 €

 JC Lattès www.editions-jclattes.fr

 La Capture : Qui sème les coups récolte 
la vengeance

THE CAPTURE
HE WHO SOWS BLOWS  
HARVESTS VENGEANCE
On the little island of Morguélen, newcomers don’t go 
unnoticed. Lieutenant Yvonne Chen soon meets two 
agents of the OCLCH, an organization that combats crimes 
against humanity. For 8 years they have been observing the 
community priest, Father Petrovacz, a Hungarian whom 
they suspect to be a criminal from the war in Croatia. But 
they don’t have proof and in a few weeks he can no longer 
be prosecuted for his crimes. The Furies, a band of elusive 
hitmen, will not wait to strike.

Le Masque | 9782702451038 | 2022 
288 pages | 20,5 x 13,6 cm | 20.90 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Lily Salter : lsalter@jclattes.fr   FOREIGN RIGHTS Eva Bredin : ebredin@jclattes.fr 
EXPORT Mansour Mezher : mmezher@hachette-livre-intl.com

FOREIGN RIGHTS Lily Salter : lsalter@jclattes.fr   FOREIGN RIGHTS Eva Bredin : ebredin@jclattes.fr 
EXPORT Mansour Mezher : mmezher@hachette-livre-intl.com

Zineb Mekouar

Finalist for the “Goncourt  
du Premier Roman.”  
A coming-of-age novel of  
two young Moroccan women.

Nicolas Lebel

THE new voice in noir novels 
is back with a “huis-clos” 
investigation. A thriller mixed 
with crime and adventure. 
Addictive!
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 Métropolis

METROPOLIS
Joseph is a bill sticker in the Paris metro. From his ste-
pladder, he notices a young woman who is there every day, 
observing his work… He wants to go up to her, but suddenly 
her bag is snatched by a pickpocket. She disappears into 
the crowd. When he finally finds her, he discovers that she 
works for Metropolis, the metro’s advertising sales agency. 
Is it a coincidence or destiny? For Joseph, an extraordinary 
adventure is about to begin…

9782715259867 | 2022 | 240 pages 
14 x 20,5 cm | 18.50 €

 Mercure de France www.mercuredefrance.fr

 Rue des fleurs

FLOWER 
STREET
With this collection of poems, Jean-Michel Maulpoix 
returns to pure poetry and the sensual pleasure of words. 
A writer, poet, and academic, Jean-Michel Maulpoix is the 
author of about 30 poetic works including Une histoire de 
bleu, L’écrivain imaginaire, Domaine public, Pas sur la 
neige, L’hirondelle rouge, and Le jour venu, all published 
by Mercure de France. He has been translated into approxi-
mately 10 languages.

9782715258488 | 2022 | 88 pages 
14 x 20,5 cm | 10.50 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Geneviève Lebrun-Taugourdeau : genevieve.lebrun-taugourdeau@mercure.fr    
EXPORT Kamel Yahia : kamel.yahia@madrigall.fr

FOREIGN RIGHTS Geneviève Lebrun-Taugourdeau : genevieve.lebrun-taugourdeau@mercure.fr    
EXPORT Kamel Yahia : kamel.yahia@madrigall.fr

Clélia Anfray

A modern fable that tells  
the moving love story of a bill 
sticker in the Paris metro  
for a mysterious woman.

Jean-Michel Maulpoix

Jean-Michel Maulpoix 
received the Goncourt Prize 
for Poetry in 2022 for all  
of his work.
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 Dire

TELLING
On January 7, 2015, Emmanuel Chaussade went to his 3 
o’clock appointment with his psychoanalyst Elsa Cayat, just 
as he always had for the last 15 years. He had no idea that 
she had been murdered just 4 hours earlier at the offices 
of Charlie Hebdo, where she worked as a columnist. As if 
he were on the couch again, the narrator tells everything 
uncompromisingly, recounting the story of a child and then 
of a young man who wants to invent a world and find a 
homeland that corresponds to his dreams.

9782715259461 | 2022 | 128 pages 
11,8 x 18,5 cm | 12.00 €

 Mercure de France www.mercuredefrance.fr

 Notre si chère vieille dame auteur

OUR DARLING 
OLD LADY 
AUTHOR
A dying old woman, who is also a writer, leaves an unpubli-
shed and messy manuscript, from which some pages are 
missing. A film director, a cameraman, and a script girl, 
who came to do a documentary on her, are determined to 
find the missing pieces and put it back together. But the 
old lady is not alone: the young woman she used to be is 
nearby, as is an odd man who was her father and a boy in 
a red hat who was her friend during summers, a certain 
Hans who never says more than one sentence in a row…

9782715256538 | 2022 | 128 pages 
14 x 20,5 cm | 14.00 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Geneviève Lebrun-Taugourdeau : genevieve.lebrun-taugourdeau@mercure.fr    
EXPORT Kamel Yahia : kamel.yahia@madrigall.fr

FOREIGN RIGHTS Geneviève Lebrun-Taugourdeau : genevieve.lebrun-taugourdeau@mercure.fr    
EXPORT Kamel Yahia : kamel.yahia@madrigall.fr

Emmanuel Chaussade

In this breathless account, 
Emmanuel Chaussade 
records what he said to  
his psychoanalyst Elsa Cayat 
over the course of 15 years.

Anne Serre

As usual, Anne Serre offers 
up a tale-like novel full of 
traps about the impenetrable 
nature of childhood and  
the act of writing.
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 L'aveuglé

THE BLINDED 
MAN
Guillaume is a dandy, but he is blind and has lost his 
nose – his face is monstrous. Every day, he senses the 
scared looks of the people around him. But Guillaume has 
developed strategies to help him communicate. It is more 
complicated for romantic relationships. After hours talking 
to a woman named Gail, he is finally going to meet her… But 
he neglected to warn her about his appearance and some 
other unique details: he eats insects, takes hair baths, and 
wears stockings…

9782715260214 | 2022 | 304 pages 
14 x 20,5 cm | 21.00 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Geneviève Lebrun-Taugourdeau : genevieve.lebrun-taugourdeau@mercure.fr    
EXPORT Kamel Yahia : kamel.yahia@madrigall.fr

Anne Lorho

In this astonishing first  
novel, Anne Lorho paints  
the portrait of a blinded man, 
who is strange yet endearing. 
She thus enables us  
to understand what “living  
in the dark” really means.
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 L'Inventeur

THE 
INVENTOR
The machine that Mouchot built, nicknamed Octave, at-
tracted Napoleon III’s attention. Later, at the 1878 Universal 
Exhibition in Paris, it was able, among other extraordinary 
achievements, to produce a block of ice using solar power 
alone, for the first time in history. But the advent of the coal 
age soon brought down Mouchot’s aspirations, which were 
deemed to be too costly. After all sorts of adventures, he 
made one last attempt to revive interest in his invention by 
“making the desert bloom” under the Algerian sun.

Rivages | 9782743657031 | 2022 
208 pages | 14 x 20,5 | 19.50 €

 Payot et Rivages www.payot-rivages.fr

 Une somme humaine

A HUMAN 
SUM
The heroine's voice comes to us from beyond the grave. 
It is the voice of one woman and of all women. She tells 
us about a stolen childhood, a shattered life and destiny. 
Having grown up in a village where rumor and slander 
reign, she escapes to Paris in the hopes of leading a life 
free of the ghosts of the past. There she meets a man who 
has fled the war in Mali, before finally suffering the ordeal 
of abandonment and sinking into irreversible wandering. 
In A Human Sum, Makenzy Orcel takes us into the poetic 
underbelly of the world.

Rivages | 9782743657147 | 2022 
624 pages | 14 x 20,5 cm | 22.00 €

FOREIGN RIGHTS Marie-Martine Serrano : mm.serrano@payotrivages.com    
EXPORT Baptiste Renault : b.renault@payotrivages.com

FOREIGN RIGHTS Marie-Martine Serrano : mm.serrano@payotrivages.com    
EXPORT Baptiste Renault : b.renault@payotrivages.com

Miguel Bonnefoy

The extraordinary life  
of Augustin Mouchot,  
a locksmith’s son and  
an obscure math teacher 
who discovered solar energy 
back in the mid-19th century.

Makenzy Orcel

Through the voice  
of a woman revisiting  
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